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PREFACE 

S imp le  d i f f e r e n c e s  between r e p o r t s  f rom s e l  f and p roxy  respondents  f rom 
non-exper imenta l  s t u d i e s  can  n o t  be  t a k e n  as e v i d e n c e  o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
r e p o r t i n g  behav io r .  Both  groups a r e  t o  some e x t e n t  s e l f - s e l e c t e d  and mean 
r e p o r t s  w i l l  c o n t a i n  s e l e c t i v i t y  b i a s .  I n  t h i s  paper ,  a  t r a d i t i o n a l  
response e r r o r  model i s  m o d i f i e d  t o  i n c o r p o r a t e  s e l e c t i v i t y  b i a s  e x p l  i c i  t l y .  
The model i s  e s t i m a t e d  on mon th l y  e a r n i n g s  d a t a  f o r  pr ime-age males from 
SIPP. The r e s u l t s  sugges t  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  s u b s t a n t i  a1 s e l e c t i v i t y  and 
d i  f f e r e n t i  a1 r e p o r t i  ng b i  ases as we1 1  as d i  f f e r e n t i  a1 r e p o r t i  ng e r r o r  
va r iance .  



Introduction 

Requving a l l  individuals to respond to survey questions for themselves is an expensive practice. 

Survey costs can be reduced considerably if, for some indviduals, some other informed individual in 

the household is allowed to act as a 'proxy' respondent. The cost savings from allowing proxy 

reporting may, however, come at the expense of reduced data quahty, but the evidence on this 

possibhty from more than t h t y  years of active research by survey methodologists is inconclusive and 

contradctory. Given the lack of evidence that proxy reports are worse than selfreports, and given the 

definite nature of the costs savings, it is not surprising that there has been a trend toward more 
, 

relaxed 'respondent rules' in survey research. Even so, lack of definitive evidence of effects is not the 

same as d e h t i v e  evidence of a lack of effect. and as labor economists we should be concerned about 

the extent to which our knowledge of secular trends in earnings, discrimination, and work hours is 

being ciouded by a concurrent sldt toward proxv reporting in the surveys we use. 

The lack of progress in determining the relative quality of self and proxy data is the result of the 

fact that there are two very difficult empirical problems involved. The first of these is that a definitive 

answer requires some reliable measure of the true value of the behavior in question. We can not 

assume that simply because individuals should know more about their owl behavior that they are 

ldcely to provide more accurate answers. Self-presentation bias-the tendency to provide socially 

desirable answers-is probably stronger for self than for proxy respondents and is probably not l h t e d  

to alcohol coilsumption or charitable giving, but may extend to reporting of work hours and income. 

Obtaining ex tend  validating data is quite expensive but without it one can only examine the bias 

and error variance of proxy reports relative to that of self reports without saying which data provide 

more accurate estimates. 

The second problem is that observed differences in distributions between self and proxy reports 

can not be taken as evidence of differences in reporting behaviors. There may be a systematic 

relationship between proxy/self status and the level of the behavior under investigation. If sot then 

the average reports for the two groups of respondents will each be biased, and not necessarily because 

of any systematic difference in reporting behaviors. The bias, instead, may simply be the result of 

differences in the types of people who are likely to respond for themselves versus have some other 

person respond as a proxy. The failure to recognize and rectifS. this form of 'selectivity bias' is the 

single most prominent shortcoming of earlier analysis of the self/proxy data qualitv question. 

The purpose of this paper is to apply recent econometric techniques developed to deal with 

selectivity bias in a comparison of self and proxy reports. These techniques are also of considerable 

potential importance even in studies with controlled selection. The reason is that, at least historically, 

respondents have not been fully ceoperative and there is considerable self-selection in the form of 



nonresponse. Because these t e chques  require the specification of a behavioral model, and because 

the results are sensitive to this specification, we confine our attention to a measure for which there is a - 
generally accepted behavioral model-the labor earnings of prime-aged males. We shall not attempt 

nor claim to provide defirutive answers to the question of whether self or proxv reports of earnings are 

of hgher quality. As Moore (1985) observes, to do so would require data from a stud?: combining both 

random assignment of cases to self/proxv collection modes and outside vahdating measures. We have 

neither. What we hope to do in the present paper is provide answers to the more limited question of: 

W i t l ~ l  the context of the human capital model of earnings, are there differeilces between self and 

proxy respondents in the distributions of earnings whch cannot be attributed to differences in the 

levels of the determinants of earnings or to selectivity bias? If so, what are these differences, and how 

sensitive are our estimates of their magrutudes to the details of the specification of the model. 

The paper is divided into two main sections. The first section presents a traditional 

measurement model modified to  incorporate selectivity explicitly. The second section applies this 

model to data on montldy earnings of prime-aged male workers from the 1984 Survey of Income and 

Progranl Participation Panel. 

Section I 
A Model of Self/Proxy Respondent Selection Bias 

Following Hansen. Hurwitz and Bershad (1961) we assume that the report provided for 

individual i's earnings (Y) by respondent type 'r' (r=s,p for self and proxy respondents, respectively) 

can be expressed as: 

where: Y. is the true value of earnings; 
th [ is the bias of reports provided by the r respondent type; and 

th 
rrt is random response error of the r respondent for individual i's earnings recorded in 

observation or trial t. 

For each individual i we observe either k4 or YP depending upon the level n unobserved 

latent index (R) of propensity to self-respond. That is:' 
-- 

Y 7 

'The choice of zero as the threshold for self response is done for notational convenienc nlj e 
could just as easily set the threshold at any arbitrary level T. That is, we could express de n 
rule as selfrespond ifT R* > T. In this case the above selection rule would still result if R - T. 



The practice of assessing relative bias ( i t .  ph - ,@) by simply comparing the average values of 

reported is appropriate if, and only if, reported income (Y) is uncorrelated with the propensity to self 

respond (R). Ln general. tlus can be assured only if the researcher intervenes in the selectioxl process 

and. in effect, randomly sets the value of R. Xote that the value we would obtain if all respondents 

were required to report for themselves is T + +(s)  Lf R and Y are negatively correlated the estimated 

average earnings of self-reporters would represent an under estimate of this amount. Furthermore, 

the corresponding average for proxy respondents would be higher than if all interviews were 

conducted with proxy respondents. A positive correlation will result in discrepancies of the opposite 

direction. 

It is important to note that both Y and R may be composed of systematic and random 

components and, therefore. any correlation between them may be due to associations of either 

component. According to the human capital model, for instance, the actual earnings of inhvidual 'i' 

are determined by a set ( X )  of measures of prior investments in human capital and other inhvidual 

characteristics. and luck. That is: 

r is a vector of structural parameters relating the level of X to earnings and + is a random error term 

uncorrelated with S and with zero expectation and constant variance ( Q ) .  Similarly, the propensity 

of the inhvidual to respond for himself is determiled by a set Z of characteristics of the individual, of 

potential proxy respondents, of the interviewer, of the interview situation itself, and, again, luck v.  In 

other words: 

where A is a vector of structural parameters which relate the characteristics Z to the unobserved 

propensity to self-respond. 

Ln light of 4) equation 2) can be expressed as: 



where e:  ti^. + 6:. 
I t  I I t  

The term "selectivity bias" is reserved in the econometrics literature for ises resulrjng from 

correlations of the stochastic components only. Any departures of the expectation of observed means 

from their true values urlich are due to differences in the distributions of X or Z are termed 

specification bias. Selectivity bias. in this sense, wlll result so long as there is any systematic relation 

between e and v .  Suppose, for instance, that they are iinearly related. That is: 

where p has zero expectation and is independent of v .  The average earnings reported by self- 

respondents would then be given by: 

where 4 is the probability density function corresponding to the distribution of v .  

The corresponding expression for the mean of proxy reports is: 

We should note that even if the expectation of v is zero, equations 5a) ax, b) KJ not 

correspond to their true popdation values because the v distributiolu m each is truncz 1. Tlus can 

be shown graplically as in Figure 1. For graphical simplicity we assume that bot 3 and e are 

normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. Figure l a  illustrates, for the entire 



population. the situation in which the two error terms are uncorrelated (b=O). The distribution of the 

selection error term v is plotted on the horizontal axis, while that for the behavioral error e is plotted - 
on the vertical. The limits of the 95% confidence interval for each dstribution are at 41.96 and 

- 1.96. and the corresponding confidence area for the bivanate distribution is depicted by the circle in 

the interior of the graph.2 The centroid (i.e. the point corresponding to the mean of both 

dstnbutions) of the plot is at the population averages of <0,0>. Figure l b  shows the effects of self- 

selection on both distributions and their conditional means. We observe only cases in which v > -Zit .  

The distribution of the selection errors is therefore truncated and no longer has a zero mean. Indeed, 

it can be shown that the mean of such a truncated normal distribution is equal to the probability 

density at the truncation point divided by the cumulative density from that point to i o o  (i.e. the 

probabhtv of inclusion in the selected sample).3 Because the two error terms are uncorrelated. 

however, t l is  truncation has no effect on the mean of the behavioral and measurement error term- 

there is a perfect balance in the exclusion of high and low error cases. The centroid of the conditional 

bivariate distribution is <d(-)/(I-9(.)) ,0> and selection leaves the mean of e and, therefore, the 

mean of S unaffected. 

The more general situation in which the two errors are correlated is depicted graphically it1 

Figures lc and Id. Because the two random variables are, in t h s  illustration positively, correlated. 

the 95% confidence region is no longer circular (in the parlance of econometrics the errors are non- 

spherical) but is an upward sloping ellipse. Still, without selection, the unconditional centroid is 

<0,0> (see Figure lc).  With selection, however, the conditional means of both v and e are altered. 

Tlis can be seen clearly in Figure Id. Again, the conditional expectation of the v's is 4(.)/(1- 9(.)) 

but the corresponding expectation of the e's is b[&(-)/(I-+(a))]. Since the actual population 

expectation of the e's is zero, this latter amount is the amount by which selectivity biases the average 

reports of Y. 

The relationslup between reporting bias and selectivity bias can also be shown graphically, as in 

Figure 2. Assuming again that there is a positive correlation between the selection and behavioral 

errors, and that proxy reports are more positively biased than self reports, then the 95% confidence 

regions we might obtain for the two types of respondents if we had randomized selection would appear 

as depicted in Figure 2a. Because of the random selection rule (and in spite of the positive correlation 

reflected by the positively inclined ellipses) the difference in the simple averages of the two reports is 

an unbiased estimate of the true difference in reporting bias. Figures 2b through 2d illustrate how 

selectivity affects our ability to draw inferences about relative reporting bias from simple average 

'If one imagines a mound of probability density projecting upwards from the page, the circle depicted 
is the projection of all points on the surface corresponding to a density of .05844 (=#(1.96)). Ninety- 
five percent of the volume of the density function is contained within a cylinder above this circle. 
3 ~ e e  Maddala (1983) pages 365367. 



reports. In Figure 2b differential reporting bias and selectivity bias counteract each other and the 

difference in observed averages understates the extent of true differences in reported earnings I--tween - 
self and proxy respondents. In Figure 2c, we reverse our earlier assumption that proxy re :s are 

more positirelv bias tha- self reports, and. as a result, selectivity ui.- ,IU repor~dlg bias now nforce 

each other. and the 0th- -ved averages overstate the true extent of differential reporting bia inally, 

in Figure 2d, we see that the smple differences in observed averages w d  correspor ,O true 

Merential reporting bias even with selection if the two errors are uncorrelated. 

Remedial Measures 

There are a number of techniques available to purge selectivity bias from estimates of average 

reports self selected groups.' They all require some prior knowledge of the form of the probability 

density function 4 .  The most celebrated of these techniques are those developed by Heckman (1979) 

and are based on the assumption that a5 is the normal density function. In this case one can obtain 

consistent and efficient estimates of the parameters of equations 5a) and/or 5b) bv maximizing the 

likelihood function: 

L= ll it(-ZA)] jl/a] exp [-(1/2a2)(y,-x,T)] 1 1 

where d~ and @ are the standard normal density and cumulative distribution functions, respectively, a 

is the standard deviation of the e's, and p is the correlation of the e's and v's. 

Alternatively, consistent estimates can be obtained by including an instrumental variable for 

E(vi 2: > -Zh) in 5a) and applying Ordinary Least Squares. This is possible because under the 

assumption of normality of the v's, equation 5a) reduces to: 

and it is possible to obtain consistent estimates of the bracketed terms-knovm as t11 rse Ivlill's 

ratio-from an ordinary probit of the response deci~ion.~ This procedure, known as : Teckman 

Two Step', involves fist estimating a probit on whether the case is a self-report. T. )rovides 

consistent estimates of the parameters of the R function (scaled by the standard deviz of v). 
- 

'0lsen (1980) provides what is perhaps the clearest and moz:.  .L,,. ,'men~s of these -thods. 
Maddala (1983) provides a more detailed development. 
5 ~ e w  statistical package programs provide options for computing the Ivlill's ratio from r probit 
coefficients. Appendix B provides source code which will accomplish it, however. 



These coefficients are then used to construct an instrument for the inverse-W's ratio which is 

included as a predictor in the behavioral equation. - 
Because a change in any one of the predctors of earnings can exert its effect either directly or 

via its effect on the probabhty of self-response, care must be taken that the combined model is 

identfied. Technicallv, ddferences in the functional form of the behavioral and selection models is 

sufficient to guarantee identification. This type of identfication, however, inspires less confidence 

than what we might call rank identfication-i.e. identification through the inclusion of unique 

variables in each structural relationship. As we shall see below, because of the 'respondent rules' of 

the SIPP it is relatively easy to find variables which should affect the probability of self-response 

which should not, at least directly, affect eanings. Variables which should affect earnings and not 

selection, however, are far more difficult to isolate. Ln our analysis, therefore, we will rely on both 

Functional form and structural identification. 

Several alternative procedures are based on alternative assumptions regarding the distribution 

of the v's. These include Olsen's OLS correction procedure based on the assumption that the v's 

follow a uniform distribution, and Lee's procedures for a variety of other  distribution^.^ 

=In especially convenient estimating equation can be obtained by combining the modified 

versions of equations 5a and 5b into a single model. This vields: 

where a is the intercept. S is a dummy variable taking on the value one if the case is a selfreport, and 

X is the expected value of v whch will depend on whether the case is a self or proxy report. In the 

case of the Heckman two-step procedure A, for each individual i, will equal d(-ZA)/(l-*(-ZA)) for self 

respondents: and - 4(.)/ iP(.) for proxy respondents. Tile coefficient on the dummy variable S is 

directly interpretable as the net reporting bias, and that on X as the effect of selectivity on the overall 

I average report. 

might think that once the probabilities of self-response are estimated it should be possible to 

I 
develop inverse probability weights whch would eliminate the selectivity bias. The problem is that 
the conhtional expectation of the v's in equation 5a (5b) are positive (negative) for all self (proxy) 
respondents, and the only wei&ts which would make the expectation across individuals of this term 
zero are zero weights.   he onli other possibility for weights to correct the problem is if the weighted 

I expectations of v are orthogonal to not only all the X variables but to Y itself. Clearly weights based 
on the predicted probabilities fiom a probit of self response will not guarantee this result. 

I 
I 
I 7 



Sect ion I1 

- Empirical Analysis 

Model Specification and Sample Restrict ions 

The behavioral model we employ in our analysis is the s~ca l led  human capital model of earnings 

determination. According to t h s  model: earnings are determined by the individual's marginal 

productivity which, in turn, is determined by the individual's past investments in 'human capital'. 

The most important forms of investment in human capital are formal education and on-the-job 

learning. The amount of on-the-job investment is thought to increase at a decreasing rate with the 

amount of time spent in the labor market-i.e. with 'experience'. In addition to these human capital 

variables: social factors such as race are also thought to affect earnings. Non-whites will earn less than 

whites either because ~f h e c t  wage discrimination, or as a result of racial differences in the qual~ty of 

education and access to on-the-job learning opportunities. 

The simple human capital model which thls implies has been most frequently restricted to, and 

most generally agreed upon for, prime-age male workers. For this reason, we restrict our sample t o  

males aged 25 to 55 who worked for pay in at least two months of the first twelve montlls of the SIPP. 

Because age and experience for these Inen are so highly correlated, it is common to use age less 

education (less six years) as the measure of experience. One very attractive aspect of thus model for 

the purposes at hand is that each of the above determinants of earnings is subject to very little 

reporting error. When we look for discrepancies between self and proxy reports of these 

characteristics for cases where the respondent changed between waves one and two, we find perfect 

agreement on race, only one percent of the sample disagreeing on age (year of birth), and only about 

tluee percent disagreeing on educational attainment. 

In addition to this age-gender-work status restriction, we restrict our sample to those individuals 

who provide complete data. The reason is that we do not want to confound the effects of the SIPP 

imputation procedures with the effects of self versus proxy response status. While the existence of 

imputed amounts is an important dimension of data quality, and while it is more prevalent for proxy 

than for self r e ~ ~ o n d e n t s , ~  it is not part of what we generally mean by either prt * bias or proxy 

error variance. Finally, because there is no chance for primary individuals to have L ~ x y  response, 

they are eliminated from our analysis. 

We will confine our attention in the subsequent analysis to the earnings of men Dor n 

Wave II of the 1984 SIPP Panel. Indeed, most of our attention will center on their earnings n a .e 

month-December 1983. The reason for focusing on Wave II rather than Wave I is that we waiLed 

7~pproximately twice as many wage-salary amounts in Wave II of the 1984 SIPP Panel were 
imputed for proxy- (5.5%) as for self-(2.7%) prime-age male respondents. 



the interviewers and respondents to have some time to become accustomed to the reporting task and 

respoildent rules. December is chosen because it is common to all three rotation groups in our - 
sample.6 Table 1 presents the simple (weighted) average reports of December 1983 earnings for our 

sampie of men by response status. The average earnings for the two groups are virtually identical, 

although the variability of proxv reports is greater than that of selfreports. This result is somewhat 

remarkable, because. as we shall see below, there are systematic differences in the characteristics of 

the men being reported on bv the two groups of respondents. One such difference is apparent from 

the means presented 111 the Table. Self reporters are more lughly educated than proxy. They are also 

slightly more likely to be non-white. R W e  these differences may not appear substantial, tlie effect of 

the education difference on earnings would amount to about one hundred dollars a month. That it 

does not, suggests that there mav be some differential reporting bias, with self reporters giving lower 

reports than proxies. 

Another remarkable aspect of the figures presented in Table 1 is that somewhat more than half 

of the reports for prime-age male (non-primary individual) workers in Wave II are provided by proxy 

respondents. The implication of this is that if there are differences in the quality of reports then these 

differences are going to have a major impact on the overall quality of SIPP earnings data for prime age 

men. If proxy (self) response were a rare phenomenon, then there would be little overall effect on data 

quahty even if the reports were of ver!- poor quality. As it stands, the distribution of report status is 

such that it will maxinlally S e c t  overall quality. 

Determinants of Self/Proxy Response Status 

As noted above, understanding the self/proxy selection mechanism is crucial to any attempt to 

correct for selectivity bias in making self/proxy data quality comparisons. In this section self/proxy 

status is viewed as the result of a complicated interaction of family time allocation decisions, survey 

respondent rules, and interviewer judgements. Since the interview takes place in the home, the 

probability of finding the individual there and securing his co-operation should be inversely related to 

the amount of time he spends away from the home at work. Similarly, the chances of finding an 

acceptable proxy respondent should be inversely proportioilal to the work hours of other potential 

respondents. For this reason, our empirical specification of the self/proxy model includes the labor 

hours of the man in question, as well as an indicator of the amount of market work of other family 

members-their per capita labor earnings.g Furthermore, since the amount of time spent in the 

'~otation Group IV is eliminated from our sample because we use a three wave merged data file, and 
the third wave is missing for it. 
 his is an imperfect p r o q  for what we would like to include which is the 'home-time' and wage rate 
of each potential proxy respondent. Unfortunately, the data management task of constructing such 
measures from the SIPP data files is beyond the scope of this investigation. 



Table 1 

Simple Average Reports by Type of Respondent 
(Prime-age male workers) 

Self Proxy 

December 1983 
earnings 

Education 

Experience 



home is likely to vary across the life-cycle, and for cultural reasons by race, we include measures of the 

individual's age, race, and marital status. Finally, since one's motivation to complete the interview - 
oneself probably increases with one's exposure to the types of research performed with survey data, we 

would expect self-response to increase with education. 

The respondent rules for the SIPP restrict the interviewer to choosing only certain household 

members as proxy respondents when the interview can not be readily taken with the designated 

respondent. In particular, these must be adults, and within the group of adults the interviewer is 

required to take first spouses, and then other relatives.'' For this reason we include measures of 

whether the reference indvidual is the spouse or child of the householder and of the number of 

potential respondents in the estimating equation. 

Finally, the interviewer llim or herself makes judgements as to the ability of potential 

respondents to provide the information required to complete the interview. If, from prior experience 

with the individual, or from comments of the potential proxy respondents, the interviewer believes 

that the individual's situation is too complex for a proxy respondent to accurately report it, she or he 

has the option of rescheduling the interview for some other time when the individual will be at home 

and able to be interviewed. While most interviews are taken during the work week: he or she may 

clloose to return to the house during the weekend to do the interview with the designated person. For 

these reasons we mclude. as a proxy for how complicated the individual's situation is, the actual 

amount of time required to complete the questionnaire, and as an indcator of llow important the 

interviewer thought obtaining self-reports for this individual, a dummy variable for whether the 

interview was taken on a weekend day. 

Table 2 presents the estimated effects of these variables on the probability of self-response 

during Wave 2 of the SIPP under two assumptions regarding the distribution of the selection error 

term-uniformitv, and normality. The first column presents Ordinary Least Squares results obtained 

when the dependent variable is specified as 1 if the individual responded for himself, and 0 if a proxy 

response was obtained. This specification is appropriate if the v's are uniformly distributed. Column 

two presents the corresponding probit parameter estimates which are appropriate under the 

assumption that the v are distributed n o d y .  In both cases the most important predictor, in terms 

or explanatory power as measured by the t-ratio, of self response is the labor earnings of other 

household members. The OLS coefficient suggests that each thousand dollars of other's labor income 

increases the probability that the individual will respond for himself by seventeen percent. The 

corresponding probit coefficient of .00043 is interpretable as saying that each thousand dollars of 

other's labor earnings increases the propensity for self response index by .43 standard normal deviates, 

lU1n the second and subsequent waves, the proxy respondent from the previous wave is to be given 
higher priority than the spouse of the designated respondent. 



which at the mean corresponds to an increase of, again, 17% (16.6%) in the probability of self 

response.'' Thus, as hypothesized, the more constrained, or valuable, the time of other household 

members, the less likelv they are to act as proxy respondents for the man in question. 

.Also as h>~othesized, the more h t e d  the home time of the designated respondent lower is 

h s  probability of respondmg for himself. The OLS estimates indicate that a man workir; standard 

forty-hour week would be approximately 6.5% less likely to self-respond than an otherw* milar man 

who was not working at all. Again the magnitude of this effect is very close to that j. ited by the 

probit coefficient. 

While educatio~l has an effect in the direction expected, and while t h s  effecr &mficant in 

both specifications, ~leither age nor race have any discernable effect on selflproxy reporting behavior. 

Marital status and the indvidual's relationship to the reference person are, on the other hand, quite 

important. Married men. ceteris paribus, are far less likely (roughly 30% less likely in both 

specifications) to report for themselves than are unmarried men. 

The effects of the respondent rules are also clearly important determinants of self-reporting in 

both specificatioils of the model. Adult children of the householder are thirty percent and spouses 

thirteen percent less likely than the householder himself to be self-reporters. Furthermore, for each 

addtional potential respondent, the probability that a self-report will be given falls by approximately 

three percentage points. 

Finally, the results presented in Table 2 suggest that interviewer judgement and behaviors may 

play a1 important role in determining response status. The more complicated the interview, as 

measured by the amount of time it takes the respondent to complete it, the more likely it is that the 

designated individual will be the respondent. Each ten minutes increase in interview length is 

associated with nearly a seven percent increase in the probability of self-response. Furtl~ennore, 

interviews taken on weekends are nearly fifteen percent more likely to be conducted with the 

designated respoildent than those taken during the week. Of course, for each of these latter measures 

it is possible that causation is running in the opposite direction from that hypothesi.: !. It is possible, 

for instance, that self-reporters spend more time thinking about and fonnulatir. e answers to 

questions, and therefore the interview takes longer. To the extent that this is the cas. e c d c i e n t s  

estimated in Table 2 will suffer from simultaneity bias. Since our purpose here is to ot as good an 

instrument for the self-reporting -3babilities as possible, however, rather than to prea the r .  . ts 

on self reporting of changes in -.c independent variables, such simultaneity bias is 1 a serious 

problem. 

 his is the area under the standard normal density function from zero to .43. 



Table 2 

Self/Proxy Respolldent Selection Model Estimates Under Two Distributional Assumptions 
(All working males 25-54 years of age living with a potential 
proxy: Dependent variable whether self-report in Wave 2) 

Uniform Normal 

Constant 

Other's per capita 
labor earnings (%1000) 

Work hours (100's) 

Age (100's) 

Married 

Education (100's) 

# Eligible proxies 

Spouse of reference 
person 

child of reference 
person 

Nlether weekend 

Length of 
interview 

*Si&cant at the 5% level. 
**Si&cant at the 1% level. 



Overall, both specifications of the model do a credible job of 'explaining' self/proq response 

status. Tests of the sigdicance of the goodness of fit are hugely sigdicant. Furthermore, well over - 
sixty percent of the cases in the sample are correctly classified into self and proxy categories using the 

estimated coefficients. Nevertheless, there is considerable room for improvement since less than ten 

percent of the variance in the dependent variable of the OLS specfication is explained by the 

predctors. A better fit would result in more precise estimates of the effects of selectivity bias in the 

subsequent analysis. 

Self/Proxy Reporting Bias and Selectivity Bias 
for Mont hlp Earnings 

Table 3 presents labor earnings generatulg equations estimated according to equation 6. The 

equations include terms to capture the effects of differential reporting bias (the self-report variable) 

and selectivity bias (the inverse-Mill's ratio), and are estimated on the full sample of 3848 prime-age 

males. The most powerful predictors of earnings in December 1983 for these sample men are 

experience, education and race. As in almost all human capital models, experience increases earnings 

in a non-hear fashion-initial levels of experience having a stronger impact than subsequent ones. 

The estimates suggest that the first year of experience increases eanlings about seventy-two dollars 

per month (= (1070-2"176)/10), while the incremental effect of a year's experience at the sample 

mean of 1.8 decades is only forty-three dollars per month. 

The effects of education on earnings in our estimates are also consistent with the human capital 

model and those reported elsewhere in the literature. Unlike experience, the human capital model 

suggests that the rate of return to education should be constant. In the more traditional semi-log 

specification, this would result in a linear relationship between education and the natural log of 

earnings. Since, in the present specification, we are employing an earnings generating function similar 

to that used in evaluating manpower programs, we should and do observe education affecting earnings 

exponentially.12 The rate of return to education implied by our estimates of slightly more than 

eleven percent (=(19.69+2*7.39*13)/1899) at the sample mean of 13 years of education is higher than 

that typically found, however. The reason is that, unlike most analysts, we include the unemployed in 

our sample and unemployment is negatively associated with education. This is also the probable 

cause of our estimate of the effect of being non-white being more strongly negative than that found 

rL~he  reason we choose to examine levels of earnings rather than the natural logarithm of earnings is 
that, as in the case in the training evaluation problem, cases with zero earnings are important to US. 

A major source of differential reporting error could be differences in the tendencies of proxy- and self- 
respondents to report zero earnings when in fact there were earnings during the month in question, 
and uice versa. The natural logarithm of zero is undefined. While we could add some arbitrary 
amount to everyone's earnings before taking logs, past experience shows that the precise quantity 
chosen can make a substantial difference in the estimates. 



Table 3 

Earnings Generating Functions with Selectivity Correction and Self/Proxy Treatment Terms 

Empirical 
OLS Bayes Ridge Parti- S amp 1e 

Regression tioned Self Proxy 

Constant 

M?lether self 
report 

Inverse 
mills ratio 

Education 

Education squared 

Experience 
decades 

Experience 
squared 

Mllether non white 

tSi&cant at the 10% level. 
"Si&cant at the 5% level. 
**Significant at the 1% level. 

elsewhere. For December 1983 our estimates indicate that whites enjoyed a monthly wage premium 

of more than $460 over nonwhites. That the unemployment rate for whites at that time was less than 

half that for nonwhites, is, no doubt, a substantial part of the reason. 

Of course, our primary interest at present is not in the structure of labor markets but in the 

relative quality of self and proxy reports of earnings. The coefficient of -408.86 on the self-report 



dummv variable indicates substantial and signdicant relative reporting bias.13 Once one controls for 

Merences in education, experience. and race, and for selectivity, self respondents provlde reports - 
n-hich are more than four hundred dollars per month lower than those provided by proxy sondents. 

Tlis  could happen if. for instanc self reporters are basing +' -= -TI + h ~  "take-hc ' amount 

of thelr paychecks wide pro: 4orters are fonning the answer by hvidmg annual labc rnings by 

twelve. If so. then the self r t , .~r ts  would be seriously biased downward (from what w.  ended by 

the study designers) because take-home pay excludes taxes, social security, insuranc -d a host of 

other deductions from gross wages.I4 The answer provided by proxy's from the F -cut method 

might well be closer to the gross monthly pay than is the actual take-home . The SIPP 

questionnaire actually encourages the respondent to recall paychecks, but the proc Lures allou- the 

respondent to formulate the answer in other wavs if the paychecks can not be recalled. Furthermore: 

it seems quite plausible that: especiallv when considering pay checks, the net pay is more salient t lml 

gross pay to many respondents. 

Selectivity somewhat more than offsets the negative relative reporting bias. The large positive 

coefficient on the inverse hLill's ratio means that there is a positive association between the stochastic 

components in both the earnings and the selection equations. Thus, men who are doing better (in 

terms of eanlings) than we would expect gven their education, experience and race are more likely to 

respond for themselves than we would expect given their characteristics and the characteristics of the 

interview situation. Conversely, those doing less well than they 'should' are less likely to talk about it 

than we would otherwise expect. 

Lf one accepts this h d m g  then one must conclude that the practice of allowing interviews to be 

taken with proxy respondents results in estimated average monthly earnings which are some $200 per 

month higher than would have been obtained under a 'self-report only7 respondent rule. This is the 

meaning of the coefficient on the inverse-Mill's ratio of 217.72, whch is s iqdicant,  although barely, at 

the 5% level of ~onfidence.~' 

"~luoughout our discussion of the empirical results we will base our tests on variance estimates 
calculated under the assumption of simple random sampling. The SIPP is, of course. a complex multi- 
stage probability sample. and proper variance estimates would, in all likelihood, D r  -newhat larger 
than those presented. Consen-ative tests can be constructed by assuming a desq ct of 1.3 and 
dividing F and Chi-square statistics by this amount, or t-ratios by its square root. 
1 4 ~ h i s  is the reason suggested by some of the most knowledgeable SIPP analysts P P  earni-gs 
estimates being lower than those of the CPS. If this is the case then ~t argues s t r o n ~  .r c h a n g  5 
the SIPP instrument. 
''We should note, at least in passing, that the same general result of negative relative -ing b ~ s s  
and positive selectivit. 5ias holds under a wide range of alternative specfications. In . rular, it 
holds under the assumption of uniformly distributed s e i ~  crier-, well as in most sk ications 
wlich include additional predictors of selection in the behavioral model. The result does not hold, 
however, if one includes work hours as a predictor of earnings. It is not clear, however, what the 
meaning of such a model is. 



Of course, there are many reasons x~hy one might not accept these estimates. Even if one 

accepts the basic human capital model and the self-selection model, there is always the possibility that - 
the results are being driven bv a purely technical problem such as multi-colinearitp. The inverse- 

hlill's ratio and the self report 'treatment' dummy variable are highly colinear with a correlation 

coefficient of .9637. Part of the reason for tics is purelv mechanical-by construction, each self- 

respondent's hlill's ratio is positive whde each proxv-respondent7s is negative. While the resulting 

multi-colinearity is not sufficiently high to cause serious problems in and of itself.16 these measures 

are included with other predictors such as education and its square which are correlated with them 

and with each other, and it may be that the coefficients are unstable as a result. At the expense of 

imparting some bias toward zero in the coefficients, we can attempt a correction for multi-colinearity 

by means of the so-called 'Empirical Bayes Ridge Regression7 (EBRR). '~ As with all Ridge 

Regressions, the basic idea is to stabilize the estimates by addmg a constant to the diagonal elements 

of the sums of squares and cross-products matrix of the predictors before inverting it. The EBRK 

procedure is somewhat less ad hoc than some other procedures in that the size of the constant to be 

added is determined by the variance of the prior distribution of the parameters, and this is estimated 

from the data. 

The second colunln of fi,gures in Table 3 presents the results of the EBRR procedure applied to 

our selectivity bias/self/proxy treatment model. The result is an approximate twenty percent 

reduction in the magmtude of both the estimated selectivity term and self-report relative bias term. 

The standard errors for these coefficients are reduced only slightly more than ten percent. Never the 

less, tlle negative coefficient on the self-report dummy remains sigrdicant and both coefficients remain 

substantial, even though we know they are biased, by the procedure, toward zero. In fact, our 

attempt to improve the stability of the estimates seems to have been most effective for education and 

its square-perhaps because these are the variables which are most seriously affected by multi- 

cohearitp in tlle first place. Thus, the EBRR estimates, while suggesting that there may be some 

problems with multi-colinearity for the education variables, do not differ sufficiently fiom the OLS 

results to indicate that colinearity is the major factor leading to our finding sipdicant selectivity and 

relative reporting bias. 

Another possibility is that our results are merely an artifact of a violation of some of the other 

assumptions underlying the model presented in equation 6).l6 By placing both self and proxy 

T b ~ h e  eigen values of the moments matrix of these two predictorsare .015 and 9 4 .  
17see Amemipa (1986), p 60-61. 
''TWO additional assumptions which might be violated are the assumption regarding the normality of 
the v's, and the assumption that education, age, and race belong in the selection equation. Appendix 
A presents the results obtained when we estimate the model under the alternative assumptions that 
the v's are uniformly distributed and the education, age and race do not belong in the selection 
equation. As it turns out, the results are quite robust to these assumptions. 



reporters in the same estimating equation, we were implicitly assuming that, aside fiom differences 

related to selectivity, they share a common systematic and stochastic structure. The rmsistency of 

tlis assumption with the data can be tested by reformulating our model slightly. ather than 

estimate it as a single equation. we can partition the sample inr 3. VCIp- - - " uld p J reporters, 

and estimate a selection corrected model for each simultaneouslv. The assu~,tior a nmon 

structure can then be unpased in the form of cross-group constraints on the coeffici- Each such 

constraint will reduce the overall goodness of fit of tlle model to the data and UeK ratio tests of 

the appropriateness of these constraints can be conducted. The details of h iese tests x e  

constructed are laid out in'detail in Appendix C. 

Viewed in this wav the model presented in equation 6) has seven over-identifying constraints- 

one each for the inverse hlill's ratio: education, its square, experience, its square, race, and one for the 

variance of the composite-error term (e). M%en we estimate the model using Joreskog and Sorbom's 

LISREL.IY (1978) algoritlun we obtain the results preselited in columns three and four of Table 3. 

The differelltial self-proxy bias, or treatment effect, implicit in this formulation is obtained fiom the 

Merellce in the intercept terms. Mrith all seven of the over-identifying constraints in place, the. 

parameter estimates are virtually identical to those obtained by the OLS procedure and presented in 

column 1." The ch-square statistic of 55.3 wit11 7 degrees of freedom, ~ ~ ~ h i c h  is defined as twice the 

value of the likelihood function, is strongly sigruficant. Since this is a measure of the harm done to the 

goodness-of-fit by assuming proxy and self reports share a common structure, we must concliide that 

they do not. 

Ln order to see which of the assumptions does most harm to the goodness of fit, we first relax 

them all. The estimates obtained from this just-identified, or 'saturated', model are presented in 

columns one and two of Table 4a. While all of the formerly constrained coefficients now differ 

between the two sub-samples, only one differs by more than a single standard error. The error 

variance for proxy-reports of earnings is nearly forty-percent larger than that for self-reports. TlGs 

difference is hugely significant and is the primary reason for the poor performanc- of the constrained 

model.20 This result could reflect either of two things, or some of both. First, xy reports could 

have lugher measurement error variances. This seems the most plausible E lation. Proxy 

respondents probably do not have as good access to the information needed to anso e questions as 

do self respondents. Furthermore, as noted in the section on the self/proxy select, ?ode1 results, 

they seem to spend less time formulating their answers. The second possibility, howe car not be 

ruled out. This is that ine people for whom proxy reports are nbtained represent a g ineiy ::lore 

heterogenous group in terms of their earnings experiences than 'L = of sed responde- 4. 

-Indeed, the only reason they are not identical is that the convergence criterion employei is based on 
the value of the likelihood function and is set at a somewhat generous level. 
2 0 ~ h i s  result holds even if the inverse-Mill's ratio is removed &om the model entirely. 



Table 4a 

Partitioned Sample Earnings Generating Function Under Various Cross-group Constraints 

Free 
ps = BP 

Self Proxy Self Proxy 

Constant 

Implied self 
treatment 

Inverse Mill's 
ratio 

Education 

Education squared 

E-xperience 
(decades) 

Experience 
squared 

Yon white 

tSi@cant at the 10% level. 
*Si@cant at the 5% level. 
**Si&cant at the 1% level. 

Tbe remainder of Tables 4a and 4b present the results obtained when various cross-group 

constraints are imposed on the model. Columns three and four of Table 4a refer to the situation when 

the intercepts are constrained to equal each other, but ad other parameters are allowed to vary across 

groups. This is one test of the hypothesis of no differential reporting bias. The harm done to the 



goodness of fit is trivial and insipdicant, and we can not reject the hypothesis of no differential 

reporting bias. But what does it mean for the structural parameters relating education, experience - 
and race to differ between the two subsamples, and is this ~lausible? There are four possible 

explanations. First, men who are self respondents and men who are proxy respoildents may actually 

face different labor market conditions, and the differences in the coefficients may be reflectis:; this. 

This seems hard to believe. Second, the coefficients may differ because of some omitted variable 

which differs between the two groups and is not captured in the self selection model. Such omitted 

variables are always possible and we can not rule this possibility out. Third, the coefficients may 

appear to differ because of differential measurement error whch is correlated with the predictors. The 

PSID validity studv (Duncan and Hill, 1985), yielded evidence of a sigmficant negative correlation 

between measurement error in emlings and the level of experience. Lf there is more measurement, - 
error in the proxy reports of earnings, and if the correlation of this error with experience is at least as 

strong for proxy as self reports then we would expect the estimated effects of experience to be smaller 

for proxy respoildeilts than for self respondents. The point estimates of these effects in Table 4a are 

consistent with this hypotllesis in that the agelearnings profile suggested by the proxy reports is both 

flatter and less convex than that suggest by the selfreports. 

The fourth possible explanation for coefficients on the human capital variables to differ between 

self and proxy respondeilts is, of course. that these differences are the result of pure chance. We can 

test this hypothesis by imposing equdty constraints on these coefficients and examining the goodness 

of fit of the model. C o l ~ ~ s  one and two of Table 4b do just this. When these five restrictions are 

imposed the Chi-square increases from zero to 5.88. This is far from significant and we can not, 

therefore, rule out the possibility that the apparent differences between self and proxy parameters are 

merely a reflection of the luck of the draw. 

In other words, while we can rule out the possibility that self and proxy reports of earnings share 

a common error structure, we can not rule out their sharing a common behavioral structure. If so, 

then the results presented in columns three and four of Table 4b provide strong evidence of s i d c a n t  

differential reporting bias. The incremental damage done to the fit of the data from adding the 

constraint that the two groups share a common intercept is 5.3, which is lcgldy sigdicant with one 

degree of freedom. By this second test we can soundly reject the hypothesis of no differential 

reporting bias. We should note that this result is somewhat stronger than that from our earlier single- 

equation specification because the present model does not rely on the automatic crc -group 

correlation between the inverse-Mill's ratio and the self-report dummy to estimate the e..*cts of 

selectivity. It uses only the within-group correlation of earnings and the hiill's ratio to estimate 

selectivity effects separately for each group. Thus, unlike the earlier specification, the reporting bias 

result can not be being driven merely by the colinearity between these variables. 



Table 4b 

Partitioned Sample~arnings Generating Function Under Various Cross- group Constraints 

Self Proxy Self Proxy 

Constant 

Implied self 
treatment 

Inverse hall's 
ratio 

Education 

Education squared 

Experience 

Experience squared 

Ron white 

tSi&cant at the 10% level. 
*Sigdcant at the 5% level. 
**SignLficant at the 1% level. 

Ln sum, there is evidence of strong differential reporting bias on earnings for December 1983 

between self and proxy reporters in the SZPP. Once control is made for education, experience, race 

and self selectivity, self respondents provide reports which are some four hundred dollars lower than 

the reports provided by proxy respondents. Whether or not this differential bias is statistically 



sigmficant: however, is matter of interpretation. If one believes that the men being reported on by 

themselves and by proxy respondents are drawn &om the same labor market and therefore share a 

common behavioral s t k t u r e ,  then the a e r e n t i a l  bias is sigdicant. If, on the other hand, one 

believes. that for anv one of a number of reasons, the behavioral parameter estimates should d 8 e r  

between the two groups, then the differential bias is not s i m c a u t .  One can reject neither 1 *hese 

hypotheses with the data. In  either event, the evrdence of larger composrte error-variances for prozy 

respondents rs strong and compelling. This result holds with or without cross-group constramts in 

other parameter estimates and or without control for selectivity. 

There are a number of ways for the estimated composite error variance to be larger for proxy 

than for self reports. I t  could be that a few extreme proxy reports of earnings are driving the result. 

Ln order to test for t h s  possibility we re-estimate the partitioned sample model excluding cases with 

reported montldy e m g s  in excess of eight thousand dollars. The results of this analysis are 

presented in Table 5 .  The elimination of these out-lying cases reduces the sample size by rougldy tu7o 

and one-half percent for each subsample. It also results in an estimated composite error-variance 

which is - lower for proxy than for self reporters.21 This implies that our previous result that proxy 

reports were more variable than self reports was the result of a relatively small number of cases with 

extremely l igh reported earnings. Once these cases are removed, the estimated variance is lower. 

This does not, however, necessarily mean that proxy reports contain less measurement error. It is 

quite possible that the strategy employed by proxy respondents to formulate their answers to the 

earnings questions are based on what the respondent believes is a typical level of earnings for someone 

with the subject's level of education, experience, and his race. If so it may fit quite well with the 

human capital model and still be quite wrong. 

Conclusions 

The wisdom of lenient respondeilt rules is not at all clear. The reduced survey costs and 

nonresponse rates they enable may be coming at a considerable price in terms of data quality. Any 

comfort one might derive fiom the fact that the average earnings reported for prime-age males by 

proxy respondents is virtually identical to that reported by self respondents may be purely illusory. 

Once controls are attempted for self-selectivity, the data suggest substantial differential reporting bias 

and error variance between self and proxy reports of earnings. While the net differential bias is very 

imprecisely estimated in our models, the point estimates indicate that the earnings reported by self 

respondents is more than twenty percent less than that reported by proxy respondents. If the 

differential bias is this large, and especially since there is also strong evidence of differential error 

2 ' ~ e  should note that the relative reporting and selection bias results continue to hold when outliers 
are removed. If anything, their effects are even stronger than with the full sample. 



Table 5 

Partitioned Sample Earnings Generating Function Estimates: Outliers Removed 

I Self Proxy 

Constant 

Lmplied self 
treatment 

Inverse Mill's 
ratio 

Education 

Education squared 

Experience 

Experience squared 

Yon white 

variance, then lenient respondent rules are probably not optimal in a mean-square-error sense. It 

would take substantial costs savings, indeed, to justlfy this level of contamination. We must not 

forget, however, that our estimates are model-based and violations of any of the assumptions of this 

model may have major impacts on our results. Whether or not the estimated differential reporting 

bias is sigdicant, for instance, depends crucially on whether or not proxy and self respondents share a 

common behavioral structure. If they do, then the differential bias is sipficant. If they do not, then 

it is not. Current data can not provide a definitive answer. 



Even if we can say definitively that differential reporting bias is substantial and important, 

without some external validating data we are not able to say which type of report is of higher quality. - 
We would only be able to say that one report is better than the other and therefore we should collect 

data from only, or primarily, one type of respondent-without bek,  A!e to say which. T'-.is unhappy 

state of affairs is depicted g r s~~uca l ly  in Figure 3 which plots the mean-squared error ( 5) implied 

by the estimates presented in Table 4b. as a function of the unknown true level of mox y earnings. 

The relationship between MSE and true average earnings is parabolic for both and proxy 

respolldellt reports. Because our estimates indicate that self reporting bias is mor .egative than 

proxy reporting bias, the minimurn point for tlle seli-MSE curve lies to the left of that for the prory- 

MSE curve. Furthermore, since self reports had lower residual variance the minimum of the self-MSE 

curve is lower than that of prorys. ?;ever the less, if true average earnings is greater (less) than about 

$1900 per month, then proxy reports will be unambiguously better (worse) than self reports. Lf the 

true average were sufficiently above (below) t h s  level we urould say that all reports sl~ould be 

obtained from proxy (self) respondents. 

Given the potential but s t d  uncertain importance of differential data quality between self and. 

proxy reports, and given the increasing prevalence of lenient respondent rules, it seems only prudent 

that the data necessary to obtain definitive answers be collected. Ideally, as hioore (1985) suggests, 

these data could be produced fiom a study combllling controlled selection to self and proxy collection 

modes with higldy reliable vahdating mformation. 
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APPENDIX A 

Tlus appendix presents estimates for the selectivity corrected self/proxy reporting bias model 

obtwned under two alternative specifications of the selection model. The first (Table A l )  is that 

obtained under the assumption that the selection errors are uniformly distributed. This is the model 

developed by Olsen (1980). The second alternative is that obtained under the assumption that 

neither education, race, nor age affect the probability of self reporting. As can be seen by comparing 

these estimates with the corresponding estimates in the main text (Table 4b), the results are quite 

similar under all these alternative specifications. 



Table A1 

Partitioned Sample Earnings Generating Function Under Two Cross-group Constraints 

Olsen's 0 LS Correction Technique 

Self Proxy Self Proxy 

Constant 

Implied self 
treatment 

Education 

Education squared 

Experience 

Experience squared 

Non white 

tsigntficant at the 10% level. 
*Si@cant at the 5% level. 
**Signdieant at the 1% level. 



Table A2 

Partitioned Sample Earnings Generating Function Under Two Cross-group Constraints 

Self Proxy Self Proxy 

Constant 

Implied self 
treatment 

hlill's Ratio 

Education 

Education squared 

Experience 

Experience squared 

Non white 

tsigxuficant at the 10% level. 
*Sign.Lficant at the 5% level. 

"'Si,@cant 3t the 1% level. 



Appendix B 
Source Code for Computing the InverscMPs Ratio - 

The following code can be modified and used to compute the invelsc-Mill's ratio in 
computer packages which do not have Cumulative Density Functions routines for the 
normal distribution. The code is written in the 0SIRIS.IV Recode djdtct of FORTRAN. 
Translation to other dialects and languages should be straight forward. 

LCOMMENT CALCULATING THE RESPONSE INDEX FOR EACH CASE USING THE PROBIT RESULTS 
R101=(.131071+.0004289.R414+.027567+Rl109+.0047706t+Vl054+.0S0977+ - 

R1107-.877341+V2068-.07526+V2299+.0190St*V305-.0045068+V4223+.384756+ - 
R?01-.35642+R2056-.85254*R20S7) 

Rl02=ABS( R101) 
R110=.9999999 

LCOHNENT ROUTING EXTREME CASES AROUND THE COHPUTATIONS 
I F  R101 LT -5 .2  THEN R111=.00001 AND Rll2--.00001 AND 60 TO L1 
I F  R101 6 1  5.2 THEN R111-9 AN0 R l l 2 - - 9  AND 6 0  TO L1 

LCOVVENT CALCULATIN6 THE PROBABILITY DENSITY 
R103=.39894228+( 2.7182818 EXP (-.5*R102*R102)) 
NAVE R103'PROBABILITY DENSITY' 

LCOVRENT CALCULATING THE CDF USING THE POLYNOHIAL APPROXIHATION DEVELOUOPED B Y  
DUNLAP b DUFFY BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH VETHODS L INS'TRUMENTATION 7 ( 1 )  ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  

R104-1/( 1+.2316419+R102 
R105=.319381S3*R104 
R106=-.356563782*R104+R104 
R107=1.781477937*R104*Rl04*Rl04 
R108=-1.8~1255978*R104*R104*R104*R104 
R109=1.330Z74429*R104*R104*Rl04*Rl04*Rl04 
R110=1-R103~~R10S+R106+R107+R10B+Rl09) 
I F  R101 LT 0 THEN R l l 0 - 1 - R l l 0  
NAME R110 ' ONE - PHI ' 

LCOVHENT CALCULATION THE INVERSE B I L L ' S  RATIO 
I F  R110 6 1  0 THEN Rl l l -R103/R110 ELSE R111-9 
I F  R110 LT 1 THEN Rl12--R103/(1-R110) ELSE Rl l2m-9 

L 1 CONTINUE, 
NAME R111' INURS RILLS RAT 10-SELF ' , R l l 2  ' INURS RILLS RAT 10-PROXY ' 



APPENDIX C 

Estimation was performed by comparing the product moment matrices implied by the model - 
presented in equation: 5a and 5b (II) with the actual product moment matrices (P)  calculated from 

the sample. For each respondent class r, the product moment matrix implied by the model is: 

where Rr ' = ' (a- / f ) i  brirr; and M?' = [~;x.';x" 1 ' 

The concentrated log-likelillbod of the model given the sample for both self and proxy 

respondents combined is: 

allere C is the rank of P and ll. The various hypotheses are tested by constraining the various 

parameters to equdty in the self and proxy sub-models (i.e. setting R' = R,;) and then compatlng 
jk 

the resulting value of the likelihood function L. Under the assumption the the combined error terms 
-7 

er are n o d ?  distributed, twice the value of the likelihood function is distributed X -  

(as>mptotically) with degrees of fieedom equal to tlie number of constraints imposed. 




